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through procurement:
Accenture research and insights into
procurement performance mastery
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Terminology
Note that throughout this document we
refer to companies in three categories:
procurement low performers, midrange
performers and masters. See Figure 4 on
Page 9 for a full explanation of how these
categories were constructed.

Introduction
This report is part of an
ongoing series of crossindustry studies in supply
chain management. Its
mission (consistent with
previous Accenture reports
focused on sourcing and
procurement1) is to tally,
chart and analyze the
responses of executives
from companies around the
world—senior decision
makers whose principal
roles involve procurement
specifically, or procurement
as a key subset of broader
supply chain management
responsibilities.

For this research effort, we sought to
create and quantify a new term—
“procurement mastery”—and then explain
its relationship to high performance (the
traits exhibited by those companies that
consistently outperform their peers). The
data and analyses contained in the report
clearly show that procurement mastery
does contribute to high performance. By
explaining the basic dimensions of
procurement mastery, followed by
mastery’s relevance to four procurement
processes (strategy, sourcing and category
management, requisition to pay, and
supplier relationship management) and
two key enablers (workforce &
organization and technology), we are
confident that the evidence is
compelling—procurement mastery is a
worthy and cost-effective goal for any
organization.
1
Previous Accenture research reports include:
“e-Procurement: Pioneers on the way to realizing
benefits. Accenture pan-European survey” 2001;
“The buying organization of the future” 2002;
“Executive insights into the growing use of
procurement outsourcing” 2003;
“Where East meets West: Driving high performance in
low-cost country sourcing” 2004;
“Designed to differentiate: How procurement leaders
are using supplier relationship management to achieve
high performance” 2005.
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Executive summary
Few corporate functions have evolved
more dramatically than procurement. As
recently as the 1970s, it was generally
regarded as a clerical, reactive position—a
cost center. At many companies, the exact
opposite now is true: Procurement has
become a strategic, proactive process that
contributes as much as—or more than—
other business functions to profitability,
corporate growth and competitive
advantage. But although the strategic
nature of procurement has changed
completely, its core goals have changed
very little. Then, as now, procurement is all
about obtaining high-quality goods and
services for the lowest possible total cost
of ownership. In net, processes and
potential are what’s new about
procurement—new strategies, insights,
partnerships and technologies applied to
the singular objective of acquiring lowcost, high-quality products.
The fact remains, however, that most
companies continue to undervalue and
underoptimize their procurement
functions. This is far more than a semantic
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observation. As shown in this report, the
16 percent of surveyed organizations
whose procurement achievements warrant
“master” status enjoy productivity levels
that are 30 percent higher than companies
of lesser stature. Yet the masters’
procurement organizations typically cost
half as much to run. Lower cost and
higher productivity are the hallmarks of
procurement mastery.
In this report, Accenture has sought to
shed the freshest-possible light on the art
and science of procurement—to define,
understand, quantify and present examples
of procurement mastery. In this way, we
expect to help companies understand
where they reside along the path to
mastery, and provide a framework for
improving performance regardless of their
current competence. Inputs from several
hundred senior procurement executives in
a dozen industries are the basis for our
insights: The dimensions of procurement
mastery (page 10) and the characteristics
of procurement mastery (page 14).

In reviewing the dimensions of procurement
mastery (examining those organizations
that concurrently excel in terms of total
cost of ownership; total controllable spend;
the ratio between total cost of ownership
reduction and procurement operating cost;
leverage in new product design/
introduction; and supplier management) we
determined that:
Procurement masters excel across
the board.
They exceed the survey average in
strategy, sourcing and category
management, requisition to pay, supplier
relationship management, workforce &
organization, and technology.
Procurement mastery is a clear predictor
of high performance through
procurement.
A strong link can be drawn between
procurement masters and the five
procurement metrics upon which survey
recipients were measured (total cost of
ownership savings, percentage of spend
controlled by procurement, and so on).

Procurement masters achieve
higher savings.
Based on controlled, normalized spend
from one year to the next, procurement
masters save almost 10 times as much as
it costs them to operate their procurement
organizations. This is more than twice the
savings achieved by low performers. (See
Figure 4 for a complete description of
procurement masters, midrange performers
and low performers).
Procurement masters face fewer
organizational challenges.
And the challenges they do confront
generally are less constrictive or severe
than those faced by procurement
organizations of lesser stature. Naturally,
this implies a more effective operation—
one whose structure encourages the
pursuit of greater savings or increased
operational effectiveness.
To meet our other survey objective—
identifying the characteristics of
procurement mastery—Accenture looked
practically at respondent profiles as they

relate to four procurement processes
(strategy, sourcing and category
management, requisition to pay, and
supplier relationship management) and
two key enablers (workforce &
organization and technology).
Underpinning these six characteristics are
160 measurable queries as they relate to
the two extremes of performers. In the
strategy category, for example, we
determined that procurement masters
invariably have a clear mandate from—and
a better overall relationship with—senior
management. Basically, masters’ strategies
enjoy boardroom awareness and,
consequently, boardroom support. In
requisition to pay, we found that
procurement masters are 10 times more
likely than low performers to provide clear
and documented buying channels to the
end user. It’s also far more common for
masters to use a supply-base
segmentation strategy and to log and
manage contracts centrally. In fact, 100
percent of procurement masters have
implemented a structure of centrally led
category management.

The bottom line is that a
strong and clear-cut case
can be made for
procurement mastery:
Companies that excel in
procurement still face
significant challenges in
their ongoing efforts to
outpace the competition.
These challenges are also
profiled in this report.
However, procurement
masters have a clear
advantage over the
competition: Fundamentally,
they operate more
efficiently and effectively
than companies that do not
excel in procurement.
Procurement masters do
more with less.
5

Survey demographics
To understand and document the
principles, practices and perspectives
associated with procurement mastery,
Accenture solicited procurement-related
input from executives at leading
companies across North America, Europe
and Asia. During the summer and fall of
2006, nearly 600 responses were received.
From that group, Accenture opted to
undertake an extensive analysis of the 225
respondents that gave the most detailed
answers to our series of questions. Insights
around the dimensions of procurement
mastery and the characteristics of
procurement masters comprise the body of
this report.
As shown in Figure 1, the aggregate rank
of the survey population is exceptionally
high: 82 percent of the interviewees are
chief procurement officers or directors of
procurement. In addition:
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• 74 percent of respondents are
responsible for procurement on a
company wide level.
• 83 percent have at least five years of
experience in procurement; 59 percent
have at least 10 years.
• 50 percent represent businesses with
US$5 billion or more in annual revenue
as of 2005.
Survey respondents and their
organizations also hail from a wide mix of
industries and geographies. As shown in
Figure 2, resources and communications
and high tech are the most well
represented business areas. Geographically
speaking, US and Canadian companies
constituted 20 percent of the survey
population, followed by France (14
percent); Italy (11 percent), United
Kingdom and Germany (8 percent each);
the Netherlands (7 percent); Latin America
(5 percent); Spain (4 percent); and
Belgium, Denmark, Sweden and
Switzerland (3 percent each).
Representation from other countries
comprised the remaining 11 percent.

Corporate procurement officer

30%

Supply chain director/manager

Procurement director/manager

52%

Other

11%
7%

12%

Figure 1. Survey participants by job function.

Automotive

11%

Industrial products

Communications and high tech

17%

Pharmaceuticals

Consumer goods

5%

and medical products

Food

8%

Resources

4%

Financial services

8%

Retail

3%

Government

3%

Services

4%

20%

Figure 2. Survey participants by industry.
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Survey insights
Through surveys and interviews, Accenture
set out to build a profile of procurement
effectiveness—to make clear, measurable
distinctions among procurement masters,
midrange performers and low performers.
Using these metrics-based definitions, we
then sought to measure the extent to
which procurement mastery correlates with
leadership across the activities most
frequently associated with procurement.
The process began with Accenture’s
selection of four procurement processes
(strategy, sourcing and category
management, requisition to pay, and
supplier relationship management) and two
key enablers (workforce & organization and
technology). These were then grouped into
the six characteristics of procurement
profiled later in the report and illustrated
in Figure 3. For each of the six, we
developed approximately 25 queries
relating to respondents’ procurement
effectiveness, competency and
sophistication. For example, in sourcing
and category management, we asked about
formal processes of cross-functional
collaboration, focusing rigorously on total
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cost of ownership (where 1=minimal,
5=extensive). For requisition to pay, we
asked about the existence of a common
user portal for efficient requisition
processes for all categories (where 1=none,
5=fully standardized). For supplier
relationship management, we asked

about partnership approach, joint process
and product improvements with regular
target measurement (where 1=nonexistent,
5=significant). All together, 160
measurable queries were logged for each
of the survey’s 225 executive participants.

1. Procurement strategy

• Vision, mission, core values
• Operating model

• Performance management
• Category strategic planning

2. Sourcing and category
management

• Strategic sourcing
• Category policy setting

• Category management
framework
• Compliance monitoring

3. Requisition to pay

• Transaction processing
• Assisted buying

• Master data management
• Fulfillment

4. Supplier relationship
management

• Supplier performance
management
• Contract management

• Supplier development and
integration

5. Workforce & Organization

• Having the right network
of competent people

• Organization that facilitates
working together

6. Technology

• Technology that delivers
the right information

• Systems cover all functions:
strategy to operations

Figure 3. The six procurement characteristics assessed for Accenture’s Procurement Mastery research.

From its analysis of executives’ responses,
Accenture was able to create basic profiles
of procurement low performers, midrange
performers and masters. These categories
were calculated by identifying an average
score across the 225 companies (based on
their 1-through-7 responses to the 160
statements). Companies within this
average range were deemed procurement
midrange performers. Procurement
masters then were defined as
organizations whose combined responses
placed them one standard deviation better
than the survey average. Procurement low
performers went the other way—
organizations whose responses place them
one standard deviation below the survey
average (see Figure 4).

Next, Accenture collected executives’
responses to a select group of questions
relating to companies’ actual procurement
performance. As shown in Figure 5, five
objective measures were presented, with
survey recipients asked to provide specific,
numerical responses. These replies became
the performance benchmarks against
which the master, midrange performer,
and low performer categorizations could
be compared.

Low performer

Midrange performer

Master

17%

67%

16%

-1

Standard deviation

+1

Figure 4. Research-based distinctions among participants.

1. Total cost of ownership
savings

Total cost of ownership saving

2. Total controllable spend

Percentage of spend controlled by procurement

3. Total cost of ownership
savings / operating cost

The ratio between total cost of ownership reduction and
procurement operating cost

4. New product development

Percentage of new product designs/introductions in which
procurement has a material role

5. Formally managed suppliers

Share of suppliers managed through a formal process

Figure 5. Performance measures: Total cost of ownership savings refer to savings compared to
“controlled, normalized spend” accounting for all costs over a complete life cycle (including price,
usage and administrative costs).
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The dimensions of
procurement mastery
Procurement masters are different. They
approach the function more strategically
and holistically. They engage more fully
with suppliers and frequently work to
partner rather than bargain. Perhaps most
importantly, procurement masters are
technology leaders: They use processing
power to increase efficiency; make better
or faster decisions; leverage and focus
internal skills; and connect with suppliers
and third parties.
This pan-functional superiority is the first
dimension of procurement mastery—a key
finding of this research initiative. Basically,
procurement masters excel across all six of
the functional components that Accenture
measured. As illustrated in Figure 6, a
procurement master earned this label not
because it exceeded the survey average in
most categories, but because it exceeded
the survey average in all categories. Indepth profiles of what it means to be a
procurement master in strategy, supplier
relationship management, technology and
so on follow in the next section. But with
respect to mastery’s dimensions, a core
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finding is that masters excel across the
board and that the different processes work
together to form an integrated value chain.
In addition to confirming procurement
masters’ edge in each of the six measured
functions, Accenture noted clear
superiority in overall procurement
performance. As illustrated in Figure 7,
procurement mastery is a clear predictor
of superior performance across the five
procurement metrics noted in Figure 5
(total cost of ownership; total controllable
spend; total cost of ownership as a
percentage of procurement operating cost;
leverage in new product design/
introduction; and supplier management).
This finding is confirmation of Accenture’s
core belief that companies excelling in
procurement operate more efficiently and
effectively than companies that do not.
Simply put, their efforts are rewarded.

High

7
6
5

Mastery
level

4
3
2

Low

1
Procurement
strategy

Sourcing
and category
management

Requisition
to pay

Supplier
relationship
management

Workforce and
organization

Technology

Master
Midrange performer
Low performer

Figure 6. Procurement masters excel across the board.

Low performer

Midrange performer

Master

High

Procurement
performance

Average

Low
Low

High

Procurement mastery
Figure 7. Procurement mastery and procurement performance. NOTE: The scatter diagram was created
by applying regression analysis, including typical testings; that is, on normal distribution or auto
correlation.
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Consider the following illustration of
procurement mastery’s performanceimprovement potential. Accenture has
determined that procurement masters
achieve significantly higher savings than
the balance of the survey population.
Based on controlled normalized spend
from one year to the next, masters save
almost 10 times as much as it costs them
to operate their procurement
organizations. According to our
experience, the very best companies
deliver a ratio of eight to 10 times the
cost of running their procurement
organizations. Ineffective organizations, on
the other hand, deliver a ratio of about
three to four times. The right side of
Figure 8 shows that survey respondents
qualifying as masters achieve savings
equal to 10 times the cost of running their
organizations. By contrast, the savings
achieved by the procurement low
performers are only four times their costs
(left side of Figure 8). In effect, masters
spend half as much as low performers, yet
they save 30 percent more. For a company
with US$1 billion in controlled spend, this
means a procurement master would incur
costs of US$8 million and savings of
US$82 million, while a procurement low
performer would incur costs of US$16
million and savings of only US$63 million
(Figure 9).
Lastly, the organizational challenges
procurement masters face are often less
constrictive or severe than those faced by
midrange performers or low performers.
Naturally, this implies a more effective
operation—one whose structure does not
act as an impediment to the pursuit of
greater savings or increased operational
effectiveness. Perhaps the most dramatic
example is “lack of authority to get things
done.” Compared to procurement masters,
low performers were almost three times
more likely to cite this as a problem.
Master organizations with tightly defined
metrics and a clear hierarchy obviously get
things done in a way that low performer
organizations cannot.
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$82

10x
$63

4x

$16
$8

Low performer

Master

Cost to procure*

Cost to procure*

Savings delivered*

Savings delivered*

* on a US$1 billion controlled, normalized spend volume
Figure 8. Comparing cost savings: On US$1 billion of controlled, normalized spend, procurement
masters save 10 times as much as it costs them to operate their procurement organizations.

$82

$63

-30%

-50%

$16
$8

Cost to procure*

Savings delivered*

Low performer
Master
* on a US$1 billion controlled, normalized spend volume
Figure 9. On US$1 billion of controlled, normalized spend, procurement masters achieve 30 percent
higher savings with costs that are 50 percent lower.

As shown in Figure 10, executives were
asked: “As you think about where your
organization is today versus where you
would like it to be, what are the top three
challenges that keep you from achieving
your ideal?” There were several categories
in which the difference in challenges was
nominal. For example, companies at all
procurement-competency levels noted that
poorly designed organizational structures
can be huge impediments to success.
However, in one of the categories—
excessive focus on cost—it is good that
masters are more likely to perceive it as a
barrier. It tells us that they are more likely
than low performers to know that an
acquired item’s cost is only one of several
determinants of a purchase decision.

Master

Low performer

Organizational barriers
(e.g., functional silos)

22%

Lack of
resources/talent

15%

10%

Excessive focus on cost

Lack of strategic vision
or common view
Lack of authority to get
things done

25%

7%

5%

21%

8%

6%

13%

Master
Low performer
Figure 10. Top organizational challenges.

In the following section, the characteristics
of procurement mastery, we look more
closely at what it means to be a
procurement master in strategy; sourcing
and category management; requisition to
pay; supplier relationship management;
workforce and organization; and
technology.

Masters spend half as much as low performers, yet they
save 30 percent more. For a company with US$1 billion in
controlled spend, this means a procurement master would
incur costs of US$8 million and savings of US$82 million,
while a procurement low performer would incur costs of
US$16 million and savings of only US$63 million.
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The characteristics of
procurement mastery
Characteristic 1: Strategy
Compared to midrange performers and low
performers, procurement masters think,
plan, operate and interact more
strategically. For example, they look and
think three to five years out when
planning purchases for critical business
categories. By closely examining future
business needs and market trends, masters
are better positioned to acquire the right
items at the right cost at the right time.
Procurement masters also have a clear
mandate from top management. Masters’
strategies enjoy boardroom awareness and
support. In return, they frequently
implement mechanisms (for example,
shared services or outsourcing business
models) that promote accountability
across the purchasing cycle and in
relationships with related business areas
such as engineering, manufacturing and
field service. Lastly, procurement masters
do a better and often more innovative job
of measuring procurement performance.
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Most use a balanced scorecard approach
and apply a clear definition of value across
the company.
The procurement masters identified in this
report also are clearly distinguishable from
midrange performers and low performers.
Following are the six most-dramatic
differences between the various groups’
strategic approaches (see Figure 11):
• Proactive strategic category planning
refers to the ability to drive a formal
process in collaboration with key
business owners for all primary spend
areas. Strategic planning is typically
executed every three to five years and
revised yearly.
• Clear mandate means that
procurement is supported by a formal
operating model that allows the
organization to implement meaningful
and lasting change.

• A balanced scorecard is used by
procurement to measure performance
against targets, which are cascaded
down to all teams.
• Value acceptance means that a clear
definition of value has been inculcated
throughout the company. Both
procurement value and bottom-line
results are tracked and validated
independently.
• Benchmarking with competitors refers
to the organization’s ability to fully
understand and track competitors’
activities, and compare performance to
them.
• Make versus buy means that a
company has made an informed
decision about outsourcing all or part
of the procurement value chain.

Proactive strategic
category planning

93%
5%
86%

Clear mandate

8%
80%

Balanced scorecard

15%
78%

Value acceptance
10%
Benchmarking with
competitors

Make versus buy

56%
3%
58%
0%

Master
Low performer

Figure 11. Percentage of survey respondents (masters versus low performers) that engage in,
or perform, a specific strategy-related practice.
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Outsourcing as a procurement strategy

improved user experience; and certainty of
outcomes. In net, outsourcing the sourceto-pay process can reduce risk and
increase control of inefficient or
incompatible processes and technologies.

A critically important decision confronting
procurement strategists is outsourcing—
deciding whether or not to transfer
activities relating to sourcing, category
management, requisition to pay and
supplier relationship management to a
third party. Outsourcing can occur on
many levels: from the migration of a
company’s procurement infrastructure,
through the more complex transfer of one
or more transaction-type processes, to a
third party’s assumption of strategic
responsibilities, such as strategic planning,
sourcing management and spend
optimization by category. The most
frequent motivators are greater levels of
cost savings and value; access to crosscompany business intelligence; the
opportunity to avoid future capital
expenditures by leveraging existing
technology platforms; the ability to
leverage a pre-existing global delivery
model; the ability to focus on missioncritical initiatives; increased access to
supply market expertise; speed to value;

The make or buy decision
for procurement
“Make or buy” is the principal basis for a
company’s decision on how to work with
an outside services provider. As shown
(right), there are four main sourcing
alternatives:
• Insourcing (procurement as a profit- or
cost-center): Full operational
responsibility remains in house, with
few or no external resources deployed.
• Buy-in: Full operational responsibility
remains in house, but external
resources such as consulting,
auctioning or transaction processing
services are “bought” periodically.
• Contract out: The procurement
organization “contracts out” to a
procurement center or hub, which still
belongs to the company.
• Outsourcing: A third party assumes
complete operational responsibility,
including human resources assigned to
sourcing, transaction processing,
category management, call center,
application management and so forth.
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High

Our survey showed that procurement
masters use outsourcing business models
more than low performers do. For
transaction management outsourcing, 27
percent of masters use outsourcing and
contracting out, compared to 8 percent of
the low performers. When it comes to
outsourcing the purchase of indirect
goods, 34 percent of masters use
outsourcing and contracting out for
purchasing indirect goods while 18
percent of low performers do so.

Contracting out

Outsourcing
Business process
outsourcing

Joint venture

Externalization
of responsibility

Strategic alliance

Application
services provider

Procurement
services
Consulting
Profit center

Cost center
Low

Body shopping

Insourcing
Low

Buy-in
High

Externalization of resources

With respect to indirect spend, 34 percent
of the procurement masters identified in
this survey either outsource (transfer their
procurement resources to a third party) or
“contract out” (engage third parties to
manage their procurement resources). This
is almost twice as high as low performers,
18 percent of which outsource the
procurement of indirect materials.
Figure 12 illustrates relative outsourcing
frequency for each of six activities
generally associated with a third party’s
takeover of transaction-management
responsibilities. Given these percentages,
it’s clear that procurement outsourcing is
a “leading practice”—a strategy that is
significantly more prevalent among
masters than among companies in general.

36%
33%

33%

28%

18%

18%
13%
11%

9%

9%

0%
Order
management

0%
Accounts
payable

Supplier
help desk

User help desk

Catalogue
management

Goods
receiving

Master
Low performer
Figure 12. Percentage of survey respondents (masters versus low performers) that outsource or
contract out key transaction management functions.

Case study: Outsourcing as a core procurement strategy
Prior to 2002, rapid growth from sustained, aggressive acquisitions had
seriously complicated Deutsche Bank's procurement operations. The
company faced decentralized purchasing, little standardization of design
specifications, minimal transparency, limited availability of management
information and almost no ability to leverage bulk buying power.
Deutsche Bank transitioned its core SAP procurement processing platform
and rebuilt procurement solutions based on SAP software and
reengineered procurement processes, undertaking ongoing innovation of
all aspects of the solution—technology, processes and people. With stateof-the-art systems, tools and processes to manage Deutsche Bank’s entire
procure-to-pay process, the bank is now able to focus on its core
competencies, make wiser procurement decisions and better control its
procurement expenses.
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Characteristic 2: Sourcing
and category management
Among the more than 25 metrics that
Accenture used to identify leading
practices in sourcing and category
management, the five described in Figure
13 are particularly noteworthy. For
example, all companies classified as
procurement masters have implemented a
centrally guided category management
structure that cuts across organizational
entities. And almost 90 percent of masters
have a “leading practice” strategic
sourcing process and structure in place—
one that emphasizes:
• Common processes across the company.
• Widespread use of cross-functional
sourcing teams for managing projects,
formulating strategies, managing
supplier selection and implementing
contracts.
• Activities that are formally tracked.
• A tight focus on total cost of
ownership.
• An end-to-end, supply chain-wide
orientation, with top-down
administration from a procurement or
category board. These boards typically
include senior people from different
technical and user departments, as well
as the procurement organization and
project leaders.
Procurement masters also were shown to
be 16 times more likely than laggards to
have a dedicated sourcing analyst pool
that provides support during the sourcing
and category management process. A
similarly high ratio exists for companies’
deployment of global sourcing methods
and strategies. For masters, global
sourcing is an ongoing, flexible and
constantly shifting activity. But it is guided
by a formal mechanism whose mission is
to constantly seek new opportunities to
reduce total cost of ownership.
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As our survey indicates, a key
differentiating practice is the way masters
leverage global sourcing: They adopt a
holistic approach. For 87 percent of
masters, low-cost country sourcing is a
key lever for value creation, not executed
through ad-hoc opportunistic projects
with agents, but by applying a well
orchestrated set of direct sourcing projects
based on total landed cost decisions.
Masters review their complete spend
profile in a systematic way, making sure
they understand the cost structure of each
of their key categories. Masters reengineer
processes, cutting the lead times for
switching suppliers and ensuring that
logistics, quality, purchasing and
engineering all cooperate effectively. They
work closely with the new suppliers to
make them fully aware of requirements
and how to fulfill them and, when
necessary, they invest in supplier
development programs.
Companies must therefore take a more
integrated view, bringing together their
processes and practices, combining
cultures and skills with well-defined roles
and responsibilities. Clearly, what
separates the masters from the rest is their
ability to do so by executing a global
sourcing plan.
By using a network of international
procurement offices in key low-cost
country markets, masters are able to
implement and maintain local supplier
relationships and achieve excellence in
execution.

Centrally led category
management structure

100%
26%

Leading practice
strategic sourcing
process and structure
Focused sourcing
analyst pool

Maximum leverage of
global sourcing
Value tracking and
budget integration
with full control over
noncompliance

89%
5%
80%
5%
81%
5%
76%
5%

Master
Low performer

Figure 13. Percentage of survey respondents (masters versus low performers) that engage in,
or perform, specific sourcing and category management capabilities.

Case study: Sourcing and category management
An international electronics manufacturer worked intensively to involve
the finance function in its recent launch of a new companywide global
sourcing process. Toward this end, each global sourcing project was
assigned a benefit target—stated in terms of spend reduction, working
capital reduction, process savings and so on. With finance’s input, clear
definitions and measures became part of the process.
A new value-tracking tool helps each member of the cross-functional
sourcing team capture and log financial and other project-related
information. When a team agrees on a sourcing strategy for a given
category or project, the value-tracking tool is updated with savings
estimates that become part of the budgeted savings. From that point on,
the teams concentrate on updating forecasts and actuals, with all
numbers tied directly to financial reporting. The difference between
project value created and actual bottom-line cost savings is handled by a
monthly financial-bridging exercise that addresses the impact of volume,
market prices, and so on.
The end result was a highly successful chief procurement officer-led
procurement transformation, with the value-measurement process
affording the cross-functional teams full credit for a 10 percent reduction
in cost of goods sold.
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Characteristic 3:
Requisition to pay
Requisition to pay is shorthand for an
integrated procurement process. Defined
and practiced by procurement masters, it
implies an end-to-end perspective, with
activities bound to each other by
transparency, common goals and common
metrics. Requisition to pay is all about
integration, visibility and standardization.
Superior practitioners in requisition to pay
were found to share numerous
characteristics, and to differ widely from
the approaches of procurement midrange
performers and low performers. Five
examples are illustrated in Figure 14. First
and foremost, 83 percent of procurement
masters and only 8 percent of
procurement low performers excel at
providing clear and documented buying
channels to the end user. Unlike low
performers, masters’ category-specific
processes are carefully defined and
consolidated through buying portals.
Similarly dramatic disparities exist across
the other four categories.

83%

Buying channel
execution

8%
67%

Catalogue buying
3%
80%
Assisted buying
5%
Efficient, transparent
approval chain

Full requisition to pay
integration

89%
8%
74%
13%

Master
Low performer

Figure 14. Percentage of survey respondents (masters versus low performers) that engage in,
or perform, specific requisition to pay capabilities.

Case study: Requisition to pay
Industrialization, automation and integration were key to the successful
transformation of the requisition to pay process at a leading financial
services company. Prior to the transformation, the procurement
organization was weighed down by fragmented, inefficient processes;
misaligned procurement and payment procedures; an inconsistent
information technology landscape; and complex approval hierarchies.
Technology and process redundancy and insufficient standardization also
were problems in many of the regions where the company operates.
The organization’s chief procurement officer responded with a program
geared to clarifying and increasing awareness of buying channels;
streamlining approval flows by redesigning processes and increasing
automation; and fully aligning the company’s order management and
accounts payable functions in a transaction center layout. The project
increased requisition to pay efficiency by nearly 30 percent.
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Characteristic 4: Supplier
relationship management
In no other category are the disparities
between master and low performer greater
than in supplier relationship management.
In fact, the simple size of the gap suggests
that supplier relationship management is a
leading practice in itself—that the
intelligent, aggressive practice of supplier
relationship management is readily
indicative of high performance through
procurement.
As previous Accenture research2 has
shown, there is a tangible prize for
supplier relationship management leaders;
they achieve 5 percent savings from both
sourcing and post-contract activities
against total procurement operating
spend, compared to 3 percent savings for
the remaining survey respondents and they
realize a threefold increase in benefits.

base segmentation strategy that aligns
approaches and types of relationships with
specific supply markets and supplier
characteristics—including relevant
strengths and weaknesses, product
complexities, and geographies. It is this
proficiency that abets other capabilities,
such as forging deeper relationships with
key suppliers, establishing long-term
partnering agreements, and even
developing joint operations based on
knowledge sharing, seamless processes and
mutually beneficial product improvements.
A partial exception among these
advancements is formal risk/rewardsharing programs, which have been
implemented by only 46 percent of
procurement masters but barely 3 percent
of procurement low performers. Perhaps
most important, research results show that
procurement masters are three times more
likely than low performers to have a formal
program for managing their supply base.

Looking closely at four of the most
illustrative differences (Figure 15), it is
clear that masters excel by using a supply-

Supply-base
segmentation approach
Partnering with key
suppliers on a
risk-reward sharing
basis

84%
1%
46%
3%

Central logging and
proactive management
of contracts
Automated
tracking/reporting of
supplier performance

80%
8%
83%
1%

Master
Low performer

Figure 15. Percentage of survey respondents (masters versus low performers) that engage in,
or perform, specific supplier relationship management capabilities.

2
“Designed to differentiate: How procurement leaders
are using supplier relationship management to achieve
high performance,” Accenture, 2005.
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Case study: Supplier relationship management
A global industrial conglomerate in aerospace, food-manufacturing
equipment and technical services has been working to master
procurement processes such as strategic sourcing, contract management
and compliance management. It now is focusing on developing and
sustaining long-term relationships with key suppliers, and achieving
mastery in the monitoring and management of supplier performance.
Three stages comprise this effort. First is the establishment of a formal
supplier-development process and a consistent set of key performance
indicators for measuring supplier performance. Forty-four key
performance indicators were established across four main categories:
quality, logistics, technology and cost. Each key performance indicator
includes specific descriptions and measurements.
The second phase emphasizes the deployment of these two capabilities.
The third phase involves an information technology solution that
automates the entire process. Key to these phases are “improvement
action plans” that transform key performance indicator results into clearly
defined business cases for the implementation of specific improvements.
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Characteristic 5:
Workforce & Organization
According to Accenture research,
procurement masters excel at building
results-focused procurement processes, as
well as results-oriented procurement
organizations. The clearest evidence is the
first item in Figure 16, which shows that
100 percent of masters follow a
management-by-objective approach,
compared to only 15 percent of low
performers. Clearly, procurement masters
are more committed than most to
improving communication and visibility,
and helping employees understand
company goals and the contributions they
make to those goals.

set of strategic projects. But success in
sourcing and category management also
requires specialized category and process
knowledge. Procurement masters manage
this tradeoff by dynamically matching
sourcing specialists to prioritized projects
(such as implementing a scheduling
mechanism), while encouraging
specialization within given processes and
categories. At the same time, they strive to
avoid rigid category specialization, often by
having people work for three to five years
in a given category and then moving them
to another area. Too few years working
within a given category prevents people
from building necessary skills. Too many
years can erode their will to change and/or
their desire to question existing practices.

One hundred percent of procurement
masters have implemented a structure of
centrally led category management. A
strong majority—76 percent—also have
worked to accommodate the evolutionary
nature of those structures. Certainly, a
workforce consisting largely of generalists
can easily be matched to a wide-ranging

100%

Management by
objective

Dynamic structure of
category management
Competency
development across
extended network

15%
76%
5%
78%
3%
58%

Optimal career path
3%

Master
Low performer

Figure 16. Percentage of survey respondents (masters versus low performers) that engage in key
workforce-management practices.
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Acquiring and building the right
competencies
In procurement, buyer skills are
particularly important. Recognizing this
fact, Accenture researchers looked closely
at the principals of competency
development. As Figure 16 shows, we
found that 78 percent of masters but only
3 percent of low performers excel in this
area by:
• Objectively measuring existing
competencies.
• Making frequent adjustments to
organizational skills so that they always
align with procurement strategy.
• Emphasizing ongoing training and
linking it to performance metrics.
• Blanketing competency development
strategies across the procurement
network of users, technical people,
suppliers and partners.
We also found that 86 percent of masters
but only 50 percent of low performers use
variable pay schemes, and that 58 percent
of masters but only 3 percent of low

Workforce skills

performers aggressively chart their
employees’ career paths. The message here
is that most organizations, including some
masters, could do a better job of defining
people’s career evolution, advancing their
motivation and reward strategies, and
even addressing employees’ entry and exit
points relative to other departments.
Lastly, Accenture found that the skills
makeup of masters’ organizations is
significantly different from those of our
survey’s low performers. As shown in Figure
17, masters accomplish more with a smaller
percentage of managers. They also employ a
smaller percentage of people to perform
basic transaction management—probably
because they have implemented more
sophisticated technology support
mechanisms and/or because they work
more frequently and effectively with third
parties. And instead of relying on large
numbers of transaction-focused employees,
they stock up on strategic sourcing skills—
people focused on the development and
enhancement of win-win relationships with
vendors. Accenture defines strategic

Master

Low performer

Management

11%

13%

Strategic sourcing

46%

20%

Transaction management,
operations

43%

67%

Figure 17. Workforce skills comparison.
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sourcing as a methodology for identifying,
selecting and shaping supplier value
propositions. Its key practices are
identifying the widest range and mix of
suppliers on an ongoing basis; mapping
sourcing processes; rationalizing the current
supplier base; negotiating or renegotiating
contracts to improve efficiency and save
money; and tightening relationships with
key suppliers to maximize collaboration and
ensure mutual benefit.

Case study: Workforce & Organization
One of the world’s largest industrial equipment manufacturers launched
an innovative program for strategic competency building. The first step
was to develop a vision of what the 1,400-member organization’s
competencies ought to be in the future. Working with stakeholders,
business partners and suppliers, the chief procurement officer’s project
team then built a competency model describing, by job, the most
desirable skills and associated behaviors.
Next, all buyers were put through a self- and supervisor-assessment
process. Gaps between current and idealized or future competencies were
then mapped. The gaps became the basis of individualized training and
coaching plans for each staff member. Numerous e-learning and
instructor-led training programs then were implemented, followed by
exams and company-developed certifications. The final step was to roll
out the program to related departments and suppliers that collaborate
with the procurement department, thus ensuring a full, cross-functional
competency-building effort.
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Characteristic 6:
Technology
Procurement technologies have progressed
considerably. In fact, most companies
would derive new value from the use of
modern sourcing or purchasing tools. In
the near future, technology will progress
even faster, with new Web-based tools for
gathering, interpreting and sharing
procurement-related information;
purchasing services; and connecting with
other parts of the business, to name just a
few. Even more than before, the name of
the game will be integration.
But what are procurement masters doing
now to leverage procurement technology?
Consistent with other principles of
mastery, huge disparities exist in the
degree to which leaders leverage tools. As
shown in Figure 18, the use of technology
to support sourcing programs is most
prevalent among masters. Given the
rewards associated with regularly
rationalizing and enhancing supplier
relationships, this is a logical spot for

procurement masters to focus their efforts.
Almost as common is masters’ use of
common technologies to support their
requisition to pay processes, followed by
tools for harmonizing master data—
creating a central corporate repository to
ensure that information about materials,
products, customers, suppliers and assets
is current, consistent and accurate.
Lastly, it is somewhat surprising that the
level of “reporting excellence” is not
higher than it is (Figure 18). Developing
user-friendly ad-hoc reporting capabilities
is, in Accenture’s view, one of the most
fundamental ways to increase buy-in, raise
entity-wide transparency, and capture the
information needed to discover and drive
improvement opportunities.

82%

Technology support
8%
Common and
automated requisition
to pay platform

79%
3%
46%

Self-service
e-invoicing

5%

Supplier integration
technology

5%

Procurement master
data harmonization

65%

76%
1%
71%

Reporting excellence
5%

Master
Low performer

Figure 18. Percentage of survey respondents (masters versus low performers) that leverage various
technology-based capabilities.
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Case study in procurement technology
A food-industry leader recently launched a worldwide “e-supply chain”
program to enhance, harmonize and standardize procurement information
sharing, processes and applications. The program also involved the
development of solutions for maximizing consistency across the company’s
packaging operations and its raw-material supplier base.
Key results include a plug-and-play solution for all supplier categories,
sizes and capabilities. The solution has spurred a 25 percent reduction in
delivery times, a 15 percent reduction in inventories, a 20 percent
reduction in obsolescence costs, and a 20 percent increase in back-office
and warehouse productivity.
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Procurement mastery
and high performance
In research that is recognized as one of
the 10 most-notable initiatives in the field
of corporate performance during the past
quarter century, Accenture equates high
performance with companies that
outperform their peers over the long term.
These successful companies consistently
outpace competitors by using strategic
insight, selective innovation, operational
excellence and technology proficiency to
generate steady growth and higher profits.
Accenture also has completed extensive
research into how mastery in specific
functional areas influences companies’
attainment of high performance. It is from
efforts such as these that we have
ascertained the importance leading
companies attach to innovative,
technology-savvy and relationship-focused
procurement capabilities.
Throughout this document we have
identified many ways that procurement
masters increase their potential to outpace
companies with lesser proficiency. The
evidence is real: There is a direct link
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between procurement mastery and the
measures companies use most frequently
to gauge the efficacy of their own
procurement operations.
These measures are:
• Total cost of ownership savings.
• Percentage of spend controlled by
procurement.
• Total cost of ownership savings as a
percentage of procurement operating
costs.
• Percentage of new product
designs/introductions in which
procurement has a material role.
• Share of suppliers managed through a
formal process.
With respect to high performance, three
big-picture traits should be added to the
list of masters’ characteristics profiled in
this report. The first of these, based on
Accenture research beyond the scope of
this survey, is that virtually all masters
take a supply-chain-wide view of the
practice of procurement. They consistently
outpace competitors by working effectively
with product development, design,

manufacturing, logistics and
service/warranty management.
Secondly, procurement masters are ever
mindful of a product, category or stock
keeping unit’s total cost of ownership. For
every purchased item, masters know the
acquisition costs, the logistics costs, the
integration costs and the potential cost of
obsolescence or failure.
Lastly, procurement masters know that
changing demographics can turn today’s
low-cost source of materials and
components into tomorrow’s midcost
source. For this reason, they insist that
their sourcing venues not be overly “locked
in”, and that their procurement
organizations and staff are flexible and
open to change.

Broad supply-chain-wide
views; unswerving focus on
total cost of ownership;
and flexible organizations,
people and responses to
changing market
dynamics—these are the
characteristics which
represent the boundaries of
procurement mastery and
provide a solid foundation
for organizations to
become high-performance
businesses.
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Procurement contacts
Head of Europe
Kris Timmermans
Rue Royale 145
1000 Brussels
Belgium
Phone: +32 2 22 67 211
kris.timmermans@accenture.com

Austria, Switzerland and Germany
Kai Nowosel
Campus Kronberg 1
D-61476 Kronberg im Taunus Frankfurt
Germany
Phone: +49 6173 94 99
kai.nowosel@accenture.com

Denmark, Finland, Norway and
Sweden
Per Segerberg
Õstra Hamngatan 41-43
P.O. Box 2186
SE-403 13 Gothenburg
Sweden
Phone: +46 31 339 4000
per.segerberg@accenture.com

Italy and Greece
Paolo Rangoni & Paolo Mondo
Largo Donegani, 2
20121 Milano
Italy
Phone: +39 02 777 51111
paolo.rangoni@accenture.com
paolo.mondo@accenture.com

Spain, Portugal, Africa and Israel
Eastern/Central Europe
Malgorzata Szulc
Sienna 3900-121 Warsaw
Poland
Phone: +48 22 528 80 00
malgorzata.szulc@accenture.com

Manuel Chaure
c/ Ramìrez de Arellano, 35
28043 Madrid
Spain
Phone: +34 91 596 6000
manuel.chaure@accenture.com

Belgium, Luxembourg and
Netherlands

France

United Kingdom and Ireland

Dimitri Huyghe
Rue Royale 145
1000 Brussels
Belgium
Phone: +32 2 22 67 211
dimitri.huyghe@accenture.com

Pierre François Kaltenbach
118 Avenue de France
75013 Paris
France
Phone: +33 1 53 23 5555
pierre.f.kaltenbach@accenture.com

Rob Woodstock
20 Old Bailey
London EC4M 7AN
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 20 7844 4000
rob.woodstock@accenture.com
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United States
Head of North America
Harlen Pyle
One Freedom Square
11951 Freedom Drive
Reston, Virginia 20190-5651
United States of America
Phone: +1 703 947 1545
n.harlen.pyle@accenture.com

Australia

Japan

Ming Tang
360 Elizabeth Street, Level 20
Melbourne, Victoria 3000
Australia
Phone +61 3 9838 7000
ming.tang@accenture.com

Masahisa Inagaki
Akasaka Inter City
1-11-44 Akasaka Minato-ku,
Tokyo 107-8672
Phone: +81 3 3588 3000
masahisa.inagaki@accenture.com

Greater China

Latin America and
South America

Jose Morales
5221 North O'Connor Boulevard
Suite 1400 Irving, TX 75039
United States of America
Phone: +1 469 665 0000
jose.t.morales@accenture.com

Jamie M. Bolton
30/F. Shanghai Central Plaza
381 Huai Hai Zhong Road
Shanghai 200020
China
Phone: +86 21 2305 3333
jamie.m.bolton@accenture.com

Head of Asia Pacific

India

Jeffrey S. Russell
250 North Bridge Road
#33-00 Raffles City Tower
Singapore 179101
Phone: +65 6410 8000
jeffrey.s.russell@accenture.com

Sanjay Dawar
DLF Center - 6th Floor
Sansad Marg
New Delhi 110 001
India
Phone: +91 11 2335 5000
sanjay.dawar@accenture.com

José Carlos Roman
Rua Alexandre Dumas, 2051
Chacara Sto. Antonio
04717-004 Sao Paulo, SP
Brazil
Phone: +55 11 5188 3000
jose.carlos.roman@accenture.com

Marketing
Sergio Clerici
Largo Donegani, 2
20121 Milan
Italy
Phone: +39 02 777 51111
sergio.clerici@accenture.com

This document is not intended to provide specific advice on your circumstances. If you require advice or further details on any matters
referred to, please contact your Accenture representative or one of the individuals identified above.
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About Accenture Supply Chain
Management
The Accenture Supply Chain Management
service line works with clients across a
broad range of industries to develop and
execute operational strategies that enable
profitable growth in new and existing
markets. Committed to helping clients
achieve high performance through supply
chain mastery, we combine global
industry expertise and skills in supply
chain strategy, sourcing and procurement,
supply chain planning, manufacturing and
design, fulfillment, and service
management to help organizations
transform their supply chain capabilities.
We collaborate with clients to implement
innovative consulting and outsourcing
solutions that align operating models to
support business strategies, optimize
global operations, enable profitable
product launches, and enhance the skills
and capabilities of the supply chain
workforce. For more information, visit
www.accenture.com/supplychain
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